The Ultimate Video Playbook
Tips, Tricks And Best Practices For Marketing With Video
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Sight, Sound and Motion
Video has always been an eﬀective medium for brand

In the pages that follow, you’ll ﬁnd best practices for using

storytelling. From TV commercials to product placement

video in your content marketing strategy, examples of

and sponsorships in shows, brands know that video

B2B and B2C brands who are doing it well, and tips and

engages the senses – and helps their brands make an

tricks to steal and make your own. Our expert creative

impact on consumers.

team of producers, animators, scriptwriters, and art
directors will unlock the mystery of storytelling through

While video has been a constant – and growing –

video, as well as how to create eﬀective “Explainer” videos

presence in consumers’ media diet, what’s evolved is the

and Vines. We’ll also teach you how to create eﬀective

way brands are using video to tell stories. Gone are the

calls-to-action, how to ensure your video gets seen, and

constraints of the :30 spot. YouTube and Vimeo provide

what metrics to track to measure your video campaign’s

an endless canvas for brands to tell their stories – through

success.

testimonials, demonstrations, and behind-the-scenes
content of any length, in any amount, at any frequency.

With so many possibilities, it’s no wonder that branded
video is the fastest-growing medium for content

The internet’s lean-forward nature transforms video

marketing, with the majority of marketers already

marketing from one-way communication into a two-way

incorporating video into their campaigns, according to

interaction between consumers and brands. Through

Custom Content Council.

video, today’s consumers are brand ambassadors (Nature
Valley), brand participants (Starbucks), and branded

The only question is, what story will you tell?

content creators in their own right (GoPro).
Enjoy!
Throw better connectivity on mobile devices and social
media into the mix, and we see an explosion of
shorter-form video, in the form of “micro-content”
designed for Instagram, Twitter, Facebook, and Linkedin.

Your friends at

.
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Marketing
Tactics

Video Marketing Tactics
For The B2B Marketer
Video marketing may be most associated with businesses

Just as the content you produce needs to change to

targeting consumers (the B2C approach), but B2B

address a wider and slightly more savvy audience, you

marketers are using video in increasing numbers, with

can also learn a lot from the techniques B2C marketers

indicators showing roughly 70% of B2B solutions market
with video, according to Vidyard and Demandmetric.
So why are B2B companies engaging in more video

use. It starts by merely being present, a concept that
might actually be foreign to many B2B marketers,
particularly those in enterprise. SEO can be a powerful

marketing? Like any customer looking for any other

tool, but it only works if customers can actually ﬁnd your

product or service, many of the people staﬃng B2B

content.

companies can feel overwhelmed when staring down a
company white paper or brief.
Summing up that message in a 60- to 180-second video
can be a powerful way to introduce people to an idea
while leaving the ﬁner details up to those other mediums.
So how can you optimize your video content to raise
awareness of your brand?

70% of B2B Marketers use
video as a solution. Why?
Videos increase attention of your
audience over whitepapers and briefs

Videos introduce ideas in a powerful,
quick, and concise manner

Videos address a wider and slightly more
savvy audience

Tag Your Videos with
Keywords/Phrases
Anyone who’s familiar with SEO understands the power

Create Value for
the Consumer

of keywords and meta-names. These tags are available in
most online video sharing sites and act as terriﬁc bait for

While creating a plain

search engines.

advertisement is the most

While much corporate video is understandably hidden
behind a ﬁrewall, public-facing online content can be
extremely useful for any company. Deloitte, for one, uses
video to promote the book “Mass Career Customization
and the Corporate Lattice,” which in turn promotes
Deloitte’s consulting services.
When deciding on what keywords to use, it’s critical to
think about how YOU search for information, yourself.
Increasingly, businesses ﬁnd other businesses through the
same kinds of keyword searches that consumers do.

direct way to spread a
message, it may not be the
most eﬀective. All B2B
products or services create
some sort of value for the end-consumer, so shouldn’t the
media used to reach them do the same?
As in the Deloitte example, people will watch an ad for
what a marketer is promoting and then decide whether or
not they want to become a customer. That’s where the
trail ends.

Consider diﬀerent approaches to creating a promotional

Something that creates VALUE for the viewer, however,

video, including straightforward

has the potential to be shared, talked about and possibly

explainer

(essentially

even promoted on a large culture blog like BoingBoing or

commercials) to visionary-type

Laughing Squid, which would lead to promotion on other

videos that are more likely to be

platforms or news outlets.

videos

shared. Most importantly, be
interesting.

When deciding
on what
keywords to
use, it’s critical
to think about
how YOU
search for
information,
yourself.

Create Value for Consumer

It doesn’t
hurt to
occasionally
produce
something
that engages
viewers,
builds
awareness
and possibly
generates
new leads.

Create Value for the
Consumer
(continued)
Continued

The Deloitte video (and the book it promotes) is full of

This video, produced in-house by the company DNS

useful information about a sea change taking place in the

Made Easy doesn’t take the time to tell you about how

American workforce and is useful in its own right. It hopes

wonderful their company or product is, electing instead to

to show potential customers that Deloitte is so “in the

educate the viewer on what is normally an incredibly

know” that it might make sense to pay them for their

complex subject.

expertise.
As an experiment, go to the company’s well-tended
Here’s another example:

YouTube channel and sort their videos by “Most Popular”.
Among their top-viewed videos are tutorials on how to
use the DNS Made Easy interface and motion
infographics that educate the viewer instead of directly
selling to them. While it’s debatable how many
conversions were drawn from the two most viewed
videos in their library, the value of increased brand
awareness isn’t. All businesses should have a few
explainer videos to do the straight-sell, but it doesn’t hurt
to occasionally produce something like to engage viewers,
build awareness and possibly generate new leads.

Use Closed
Captions

increase conversions by upwards of 80%. Numbers like
these are important to consider when optimizing your
video and creating new bonds with your customers.

Closed captions are generally a courteous service to
provide for hearing-impaired customers, but they have the
added beneﬁt of being a powerful SEO tactic.
Creating a video transcript and uploading the captions
through a service like YouTube creates searchable
keywords and questions that DO get picked up by most
search engines. While not as important as using
appropriate tags, captions are still a good step to take in
getting more eyes on your video.

Leverage pre-existing channels that already have an
audience eager to be marketed to, then seek to expand

Use Your Existing
Channels to Promote
the Content

them. If your company has a presence on Twitter or

Whether it’s a company blog, website, social media

your company’s solutions, then pitch them a story or oﬀer

channel or video sharing site, every video needs to be on

the video as valuable information that may then be used in

it, it needs to be tagged, and it needs to be shared

a blog post.

(without spamming potential customers).
According to a recent report by Vidyard, only about 19%
of marketers list conversion as an objective. Still, they note
that having a video on an organization’s landing page can

Facebook (which it should, at this point), pique the interest
of new potential followers by paying to promote posts,
which are then seen by a large number of people. Look for
online communities or blogs that may be interested in

Having a
video on an
organization’s
landing page
can increase
conversions
by upwards of

80%

Include an
effective
way for
potential
customers
to take
action on
the same
page
where the
video lives

Create an Effective
Call to Action

Measure Your
Success

A marketing video hasn’t done its job unless it gets

Like all other web-based content, it’s convenient to look

someone to take an action. Be clear, concise and active

to page views as a deﬁning trait of a video’s success. No

with call-to-action language; Tell people exactly what to

doubt, the more people pressing “play” the better, but

do or where to go to take that crucial next step towards a

there are other factors in gauging how viewers received

engagement or a sale. The video tells them why they need

a video campaign. Every campaign is diﬀerent, therefore

to buy in, now tell them how.

there is no uniform metric for success.

Importantly, include a way for potential customers to take

However, asking key questions about what the most

that action on the same page where that video lives,

valuable measures of success are before a campaign

whether it’s including a link to an action page on YouTube,

starts can save time later. Determine the audience,

or a contact form on the company’s native website.

which may be rather small depending on the aims of the

Reduce the amount of work the customer

campaign. How should the audience engage? What

has to do on their own to stay involved.

interactions should be prioritized? What percentage
of viewer should be engaging further?

Also be sure to unify the call-to-action with
language used on other parts of the site or

Shares and click-throughs to a second site typically

other platforms. Repetition is key, and

indicate a higher level of engagement than a

nothing is more confusing for the customer

simple view, and of course any responses to the

than getting seemingly diﬀerent information

call to action show that a video has done its job.

from diﬀerent sources.

But it’s up to every individual company to
determine how success should be measured.
– Nick Vaka is Creative Director at Visually

Storytelling: The Most Important
Ingredient for a Viral Video
There are many great YouTube personalities who can get

As someone who is involved in the production of visual

hundreds of thousands of views with their jump-cut

content daily, I was truly impressed by the speed and

editing and smart content. One standout team is brothers

ease with which we blew through each production

Hank and John Green, who produce videos hosted on

milestone. Having a collaborative platform – the

their YouTube channel, Vlogbrothers.

proprietary Project Center on Visual.ly – certainly helped.
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Storytelling

I knew that if they tried out Visual.ly’s platform for
collaboration on creative projects (includingvideos),
something really special would result. So I reached out to
them and Hank Green agreed.
Hank is, among many things, a great communicator of
complicated topics. Pair that ability with a ﬁrst-rate
animator, and the result could be truly remarkable. In our
case, it was a video examining an important, yet hugely
controversial issue: Mass incarceration in the United
States.
The results speak for themselves. Within three days of
publication, the video had over

3,500 comments
+ 500,000 views

The Visually process for creating videos starts with
writing the script. This phase went quickly, as Hank has
this down to a science and required few edits. We chose
Phillip Dettmer as the animator because, like Hank, he is
good at explaining things — and just happened to be a
huge Nerdﬁghters fan as well.

Distribution is
critically
important to
the success of
any visual
project

Once the voiceover was in, the animation came along
pretty quickly. There were a few rounds of revisions in
which we discussed the springy-ness of the spanking
scene, among other things. Incarceration is a huge topic

To put it in another way:
Solid Content + Production Quality =

and simply getting the video under 4 minutes was a small

A Good Video

miracle — or a testament to both Hank and Philipp’s mad
creative skills.
We wrapped up the video and it was time to put it out for

If you know
you have great
content to
share, securing
enough
distribution
should be your
top priority

the world to see. Distribution is critically important to the
success of any visual project. You could have the most
insightful content presented in a most creative way, but
without a proper distribution platform it would hardly get
noticed.

Solid Content + Production Quality
+ Distribution =

A Viral Video

I reached out to Hank because I’m a big fan of
Vlogbrothers, but also because they have a large

With nearly 500,000 views in just a few days, we helped

distribution channel with almost 2 million YouTube

spread the message about this important topic --

followers. While going viral is often pure luck of the draw,

organically and authentically!

if you know you have great content to share, securing
enough distribution should be your top priority.
– Jess Bachman is Creative Director at Visually

7 Tips for Effective Storytelling

1.

Start With the Script
Develop a script that’s true to the core of what your product or company stands for, and avoid buzzwords.
Don’t write the script yourself, at least not entirely. You’re too close to the ﬁre and too attached to your
product. Give a professional writer an outline of what you’re looking for and let them do what they do best!

2.

Stay Focused
Develop a script that’s true to the core of what your product or
Cramming 10 client interviews into your video may sound like a
good idea, but it’ll likely be visually
crowded and overwhelming. Instead,
ask yourself: what’s most important to
the message I want to convey? Take

3.

the complex and controversial subject

Keep it Short

of immigration. You could spend hours

On a good day, most people’s attention span for

presenting either side of the debate —

online videos is about 90 seconds. A thought-out

yet the video below manages to do

and well paced visual-story balance can get all of

that in just a couple of minutes,

your points across in that time or less. Resist the

presenting engaging data without overwhelming the viewer.

temptation to keep extending
the running time. Instead, edit
your piece down to its essence.
Your viewers will thank you.

4.

Choose Music To Enhance, Not Distract
Music should be an accent to any video, not something that takes the audience’s attention away
from the visuals. It should enhance the subtle emotional beats that drive the story forward and
support keeping the audience engaged.

5.

Check Your Pacing
You want your video to be visually exciting, but you don’t want to blast
potential clients away with so much action that they forget what they’re
watching. The pacing of your video’s animation should ﬂow naturally
with the voiceover and or/the music. Leave visuals up just long enough
to ﬁnish each thought, as in the example below.

6.

Have A Clear Goal
This may seem obvious, but far too many
branded videos provide only disjointed company
information, without a clear intention. Set your
goal ahead of time, then stick to it.

7.

Use Professional Voiceover,
or None At All
Voice overs can be pricey (anywhere from $200-$450), but before you consider
doing this piece in house, think again: the quality of your voiceover can make or
break you video. Voiceover artists are professional actors, trained in using their voice
as a tool to sell – your product. They know where to “punch” a point in the script to
get your viewers’ attention, but also where to soften up the mood to induce certain
emotions, like trust. They also have state of the art equipment that makes for
a crisp, clear read. This video balances conversational and authoritative
just right.
– Tasha Hardy is the Video Marketplace Manager at Visually

Ready to tell your story? We’re here to help!

START A VIDEO PROJECT

Top 5 Ways Brands Use Social Video

1. Entertain

2. Educate

First and foremost. Vines are meant to entertain. It's as

As much as an audience loves being entertained, they

simple as that. Regardless if your brand is B2C or B2B,

want substance. Give them something useful and

those who will be viewing your video are people and people

relevant that will provide a better understanding of the

generally want to laugh, feel inspired or understood. The

space your brand lives in and you'll most likely gain their

quality of social video has gotten considerably gotten

loyalty. This goes hand-in-hand with showing your

better. Sure, you might be able to get way with a random

audience how things are made.

cat video to make the internet go crazy, but with more tools
becoming available, everyone is telling their own story.
With entertaining brand social videos, you are able to speak
to your audience directly and connect with them in a way
that is second-nature to your audience.

“Ready, set, garden!
Get started with

3.
3

Social Video

[Social Video]

#RubeGoldberg style inspiration”
things are made. Lending a behind
the scenes look can help build a
relationship and break down walls
that may prevent your brand as being transparent and relatable. Those sharing content on social media
do so because they think it’s interesting and helpful, or they believe others will ﬁnd it helpful. This

“A phone that is water resistant?
So many feels. #GALAXYS5”

symbiotic relationship between your brand and audience feeds the speaks to the notion of what you
do matters and the more helpful you can be, the better your brand is regarded.

4. Announcements
Announcements are always a great way to leverage social video. Announcements are typically a momentous
occasion for your brand so pull out all the stops and have fun with it! Happiness and excitement can have a
snowball eﬀect. If you get excited, others will sense the genuine
sentiment and are likely to follow your enthusiasm by sharing your
content, especially if it’s visually appealing and inventive.

“Inspired by nature.

“Grab your gear and get out

Made by you! #DIY #fabric #pillow”

there with #TRDpro. The
adventure begins on Feb. 6th”

5. Build Hype

3. Tutorials

Like announcements, building hype with social video serves to

Nothing says helpful like a tutorial or a DIY

highlight something soon-to-be, build suspense or simply taking a

hack from one of your favorite brands.

moment to rejoice in your brand! Even if your brand does not directly

Grounded

speak to consumers, building excitement with social video is the

in

the

principle

of

being

educational, tutorials can equip your audience
with practical knowledge about your brand
and help them solve a problem that will
eventually lead them to invest in your brand.
Finding creative ways to tackle an issue your
audience might not even know is an issue will
make your brand valuable both in and outside
of your niche.

“Don’t worry Stitch.
The Killing will be back, Aug. 1”

perfect time to humanize your image by pairing existing cultural
references that already hold a place in your audience’s mind with
nuggets of your brand’s story. Like all things social, social videos that
build hype are most eﬀective when presented in sequence, always

giving your audience bits and pieces, but never the news in it’s entirety. This really teases out your message and give
you the opportunity to emphasize details rather than overwhelm your audience with an unforeseen announcement.
– Stephanie Castillo is a digital
marketing specialist at Visually

Ready to go social with your video? We can help!

START A MICRO-CONTENT PROJECT

Q&A: CNN Creative Director &
Marketplace Producer Jonathan Reyes
Jonathan Reyes is an Emmy-nominated animator who has

DNA. There's a conscious eﬀort to pay respect to that

worked for CBS News, Bloomberg, and Visually. He is

culture while trying to expand it in your own vision.

currently Creative Director, Video Development at CNN.
We recently sat down to talk with him about animation,
storytelling, and delivering the news in a digital world.
Below are edited excerpts from our conversation.

Visually: What role do motion graphics
play in delivering the news? In other
words, why are they good at it?
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Jonathan
Reyes

Jonathan: Videos are the new pictures in books. They can

Visually: It seems as if a lot of the videos
you’ve worked on tell the story of a
particular company? Why does this
make for good subject matter for video?
Jonathan: Anything is a great subject matter for video as
long as people care about it. For example, in other jobs I've
done animations for companies like Coca-Cola and
Morton Salt, which have a strong heritage that many can
relate to. While I don't actively try to focus on companies
in my videos, there is a demand for them as a video is a
great way to tell someone's story. And at the end of the

make intimidating content seem much more approachable
and draw the viewer into something they may otherwise
gloss over.
We have amazing writers here at CNN and many times
we'll place a video at the top of their articles to
complement their stories. Pairing their written words with
our visuals is a great way to immediately engage an
audience by giving them a visual overview of the topic at
hand and continuing to drive that engagement through to
the end of the article.

day, the story is all that matters.

Visually: How does your team work with
the editorial teams at CNN?

From a design perspective, you have to be faithful to the

Jonathan: Seamlessly. Videos are nothing without

brand that is put in front of you. Although the video isn't

editorial. While everyone on our team is a journalist in

explicitly an advertisement for the company, it inherits its

some way, the beauty of working in such an established

Videos are the
new pictures in
books. They
can make
intimidating
content seem
much more
approachable

Videos Created by Jonathan Reyes

and prestigious company is the amount of resources available to make your product the best
it can be. Those resources include experts in a number of ﬁelds to bolster our story ideas.
Likewise, we are here to help visualize content for other departments who may want to
represent their story in more unique ways -- like we did in the Marijuana piece.

Visually: What does a typical workday look like for you in terms
of the kinds of videos you are working on?
Jonathan: This is probably cliché, but there really isn’t a typical day at my job. Every morning
that I come in, there is something diﬀerent to work on, especially in news. Some days, I could
be animating an explainer on how Ebola spreads, or the ISIS Crisis. Others, I focus on some
of our sponsored content — animating what the city of tomorrow or the future of travel might
look like. Then there are days focused on enterprise stories. More often than not, it’s a
combination of the three. However, a good portion of my job isn't creating videos, it's
deﬁning a look and feel to the videos other talented people on my team have created or will
create.

Visually: What does a budding animator need to know about
either the craft or the business (or both) before they get started?
Jonathan: If you’re going to be doing this for a living, you have to be passionate about it, or
you’re going to spend a lot of late
nights and weekends staring at a
screen wondering what you’re doing
with your life. If you’re passionate, you
will always try to do things better. And
improving your craft and yourself can
never stop, or else the industry will
pass you by.

What Makes a Great Explainer Video?
Explainer videos, those seemingly cookie cutter shorts you

cated during its brief duration.

see popping up all over the place, are deﬁnitely trending in
online

marketing.

Unfortunately,

while

there

are

exceptions, most are an exercise in patience as their
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Explainer
Videos

utterly transparent 3-act structure quickly causes your
eyes to glaze over (the complete opposite of their
intended eﬀect). So, what makes a great explainer video?
After years of both watching and producing these things,
I’ve come up with a few points that, I think, can make the
best explainer videos.

They Get To
The Point

They Tell A Story
Great explainer videos provide an abbreviated look at how a product, service, or company works. But,
they can also weave a great story with a plot, a goal, and (depending on the script), key characters. The

William Shakespeare once said “Brevity is the soul of

most engaging explainer videos, tell a story that makes you care about whatever it is they’re trying to

wit.” When it comes to explainers, no truer words have

communicate. In the example below,

ever been spoken. With the rapidly atrophying attention

we follow a woman as she moves

spans of online media consumers; it’s important to get

through the city. Where is she going?

them watching, get them hooked, and get them to

What is she going to do next? The

absorb your message. A good explainer video says what

payoﬀ

people need to hear to become believers, and leaves the

interesting, and right in line with the

finer details to your website. A tremendous example of a

brand’s purpose.

good, brief explainer video is Brad Chmielewski’s 30second Groupon spot. So much information is communi-

is

surprisingly,

visually

Lyft: What Is Lyft?
Why it’s great: Filled with bright drawings of smiling
passengers and pink mustaches, it sends the message
that getting a ride from someone you’ve never met is
safe and fun. And nothing like hitchhiking.

Amazon: Intro To Wearables
Why it’s great: The video shows rather than tells how
wearable tech can help the average consumer with
everything from ﬁtness to ﬁnding lost items -- and how
these wearables add value to items you probably already
own, like cameras and smartphones

They Break The Rules
It’s sad, but the majority of explainer videos have a rigid structure that makes them feel very
manufactured. You can almost always spot the lazy paint-by-number 3-act structure from a
mile away. Most explainer videos follow this simple formula.
PROBLEM > TURNING POINT > SOLUTION > CALL TO ACTION
Don’t get me wrong. I’m not saying this is necessarily the “wrong” way to do this. All I’m saying
is that this structure can sometimes bring out a rhythm that’s incredibly easy to recognize,
and gets annoying over time. The beats in the script are so measured out that you can guess

Trunk Club:
Welcome to Trunk Club
Why it’s great: This men’s outﬁtting service created a
smart video that demonstrates how Trunk Club works
without talking down to customers.

what’s going to happen at the point it’s going to happen, right down to the language they use.
“Wouldn’t it be great if…?”, “That’s why we created…”, “Well now you can!”, are all phrases you
could easily put on a bingo card, and probably make up the majority of second acts in
explainer videos. It’s a trap that I’ve actually fallen into myself, and doesn’t add anything to
the message. While it’s great to identify a problem your viewer can relate to and oﬀer a

Songza:
Welcome to Songza 3.0
Why it’s great: Songza’s video hits the highlights of its most
exciting features by showing exactly what users will see on
their screen as they choose or create playlists.

T-Mobile: Welcome to
Contract Freedom
Why it’s great: Modeled after a blockbuster movie trailer, this video
half convinces you a superhero will personally deliver your new
phone. It’s far more engaging than a wall of text ever could be.

Need a great explainer video for your brand?
START A VIDEO PROJECT

solution, this can be done without treading down this familiar path over and over again.
This piece, written by Chris Koseluk and edited/animated by me for Causes.com, is a prime
example of the problem/solution model really getting it right. The problems take a back seat
to the solution, and we’re
given a great overview of how
the site works, and what we
can achieve with it. It’s slick,
it’s

informative,

and

converts.
– Nick Vaka is a Creative
Director at Visually

it

Video In Practice: A Conversation
With Morton Salt’s Harrison Dobe
We recently sat down with Morton Salt Digital Strategist

Harrison: It can ﬁt in in multiple ways, as a touchstone

and Visually client Harrison Dobe to talk about video,

piece of rich content, as a tool to provide information

storytelling, and evolving a century-old brand icon. Below

about our products or services, or to supplement a more

are edited excerpts from our conversation.

static piece of traditional marketing content. But that is
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Harrison
Dobe

only the beginning. Video oﬀers a medium to take

Visually: Morton Salt recently partnered
with Visually to create a video celebrating
Morton Salt’s 100-year anniversary. Has
video always been a part of your
marketing strategy?

Visually: When you think about creating content for Morton Salt, what are
the goals you’re trying to achieve? Is video more of a branding play?

Harrison: In the distant past, Morton Salt created some

Harrison: The video we created with Visually to celebrate the 100th birthday of the Morton Salt Girl is

great television advertisements, but digital video has not

deﬁnitely more of a high-level branding play. It tells a story. It connects viewers with the brand through

been a part of the more recent marketing strategy. In

great imagery, music, and emotional

2013, Morton Salt created a permanent department

tones. However, it’s also informative.

within the organization to manage all digital activities.

Morton Salt, and what the Morton

Since that time, we’ve been more actively pursuing how

Salt Girl represents, crosses a broad

we can create rich content for our fans to engage with,

product portfolio. Our video alludes

and

to this as well.

contemporize

the

brand

for modern

consumers.

Visually: How does video fit into an
overall content marketing strategy?

digital

something like data visualization to an entirely new level.
This is something that Visually does particularly well.

Visually: Yes! I didn’t know about the industrial
uses of Morton Salt until I saw the video.
Harrison: Exactly. The video is focused on the brand and speciﬁcally
the Morton Salt Girl. But Morton Salt goes beyond the round canister
of table salt. Morton Salt not only makes food more ﬂavorful, it helps

a day to day basis and given the multitude of content available to consume in the modern
digital world.

Visually: Digital video is a two-way communication medium. How
do you think about closing the loop with consumers?

keep the roads safe in wintertime, it softens hard water, it is found in

Harrison: There are a lot of new channels for users to post video and to send video directly

medicines, and has a number of other important industrial uses. We

to brands, and this allows brands to connect with users and see how they’re engaging with

wanted the video to demonstrate our involvement in all of these

the brand more than ever before. Whether that’s someone saying, ‘I love you, Morton Salt!’

diﬀerent categories. While this video communicated this at a high

or someone asking a speciﬁc question about one of our products, possibilities are endless in

level, I foresee the potential to create videos around more speciﬁc

terms of creating that two-way communication, and video allows for an added dimension to

aspects of our products; from the beneﬁts of softening your water, or

that conversation.

demonstrating how to brine a turkey for a more delicious Thanksgiving
meal.

Visually: How do you measure the success of your video?
Harrison: On a high level, it’s nice to say we want as many eyeballs on the video as possible.

Visually: So video is a great medium for thought
leadership. In your mind, what does video do that
other forms of content don't?

Our “100 Years” video received 3,000 views on YouTube and almost 5,000 views on

Harrison: It has the potential – if executed correctly – to hold

video users are really connecting. This helps us structure our future content and use the data

engagement more deeply. Through video, one has the opportunity to

to learn about where a speciﬁc

include several visual cues and create depth to the content and

piece

message. The video we created with Visually is a tribute video to the

resonated with the viewers.

Facebook – all organic, since we didn't have any paid media behind it to promote it. But we
also look at engagement, in terms of when people are dropping oﬀ, or at what points in the

of

video

content

Morton Salt Girl, but it’s not just a ﬂat, two-dimensional space; in less
than 90 seconds, we were able to create a world that takes the viewer

From a social perspective, we

on a journey from one place to another, with many settings within that

look at how it’s shared, are we

journey. Properly executed digital video can hold user attention longer,

generating likes and comments,

which is a very important factor given all the stimuli we experience on

what are our fans saying about

the content produced. If there is any paid media behind
the video, then we look at how that investment translated
into further success. Video is still new for us, so our
catalog of content to measure is limited. In addition to
quantitative ﬁgures, we also look at anecdotal feedback
and internal employee feedback.

Visually: And what was their reaction to
the piece?
Harrison: It’s been overwhelmingly positive! We have
received a lot of great praise for the video and see it as a
piece that can live beyond the 100th birthday of the
Morton Salt Girl.
I believe that this project has demonstrated a great thing
about the current digital landscape. Today, as opposed to
just a few years ago, brands can be connected directly to
the creative talent in the marketplace. Organizations such
as Visually facilitate unprecedented access to designers,
copywriters, and other creatives to develop eﬀective
content in a concise and eﬃcient manner for a fraction of
the time and cost. Brands no longer have to rely solely on
a creative agency of record for all their content needs.
Marketplaces for creative talent such as the one Visually
has developed give brands like Morton Salt another tool in
the arsenal to produce professional and highly engaging
content with a very quick turnaround time. It is a very
exciting time for everyone involved!

Through video,
one has the
opportunity to
include several
visual cues and
create depth to
the content
and message

videos

PRE-ROLL VIDEOS | EXPLAINER VIDEOS | CUSTOMER OVERVIEW VIDEOS
PRODUCT VIDEOS | COMPANY PRODUCT DEMOS | AWARENESS VIDEOS

Our global team of experts are ready to help you create your next video.
START A PROJECT

